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How to Eat Fried Worms
An astronomical gastronomical undertaking —one of the world's preeminent restaurant critics
takes on the giants of haute cuisine, one tasting menu at a time Like the luxury fashion
companies Gucci and Chanel, high-end dining has gone global, and Jay Rayner has watched,
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amazed, as the great names of the restaurant business have turned themselves from artisans
into international brands. Long suspecting that his job was too good to be true, Rayner uses
his entrée into this world to probe the larger issues behind the globalization of dinner.
Combining memoir with vivid scenes at the table; interviews with the world's most renowned
chefs, restaurateurs, and eaters; and a few well-placed rants and raves about life as a paid
gourmand, Rayner puts his thoughtful, innovative, and hilarious stamp on food writing. He
reports on high-end gastronomy from Vegas to Dubai, Moscow to Tokyo, London to New York,
ending in Paris where he attempts to do with Michelin-starred restaurants what Morgan
Spurlock did with McDonald's in Super Size Me—eating at those establishments on consecutive
days and never refusing a sixteen-course tasting menu when it's offered. The Man Who Ate
the World is a fascinating and riotous look at the business and pleasure of fine dining.

The Fish That Ate the Whale
A frog fishing from his lily pad boat doesn't catch any fish, but one catches him.

Fish in a Tree
An critically-acclaimed Iranian author makes his American literary debut with this powerful and
harrowing psychological portrait of modern Iran—an unprecedented and urgent work of fiction
with echoes of The Stranger, 1984, and The Orphan Master’s Son—that exposes the
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oppressive and corrosive power of the state to bend individual lives. Yunus Turabi, a bus driver
in Tehran, leads an unremarkable life. A solitary man since the unexpected deaths of his father
and mother years ago, he is decidedly apolitical—even during the driver’s strike and its bloody
end. But everyone has their breaking point, and Yunus has reached his. Handcuffed and
blindfolded, he is taken to the infamous Evin prison for political dissidents. Inside this stark,
strangely ordered world, his fate becomes entwined with Hajj Saeed, his personal interrogator.
The two develop a disturbing yet interdependent relationship, with each playing his assigned
role in a high stakes psychological game of cat and mouse, where Yunus endures a mindbending cycle of solitary confinement and interrogation. In their startlingly intimate exchanges,
Yunus’s life begins to unfold—from his childhood memories growing up in a freer Iran to his
heartbreaking betrayal of his only friend. As Yunus struggles to hold on to his sanity and evade
Saeed’s increasingly undeniable accusations, he must eventually make an impossible choice:
continue fighting or submit to the system of lies upholding Iran’s power. Gripping, startling, and
masterfully told, Then the Fish Swallowed Him is a haunting story of life under despotism.

The Shark that Ate Everything
Named a Best Book of the Year by the San Francisco Chronicle and The Times-Picayune The
fascinating untold tale of Samuel Zemurray, the self-made banana mogul who went from
penniless roadside banana peddler to kingmaker and capitalist revolutionary When Samuel
Zemurray arrived in America in 1891, he was tall, gangly, and penniless. When he died in the
grandest house in New Orleans sixty-nine years later, he was among the richest, most
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powerful men in the world. Working his way up from a roadside fruit peddler to conquering the
United Fruit Company, Zemurray became a symbol of the best and worst of the United States:
proof that America is the land of opportunity, but also a classic example of the corporate pirate
who treats foreign nations as the backdrop for his adventures. Zemurray lived one of the great
untold stories of the last hundred years. Starting with nothing but a cart of freckled bananas, he
built a sprawling empire of banana cowboys, mercenary soldiers, Honduran peasants, CIA
agents, and American statesmen. From hustling on the docks of New Orleans to overthrowing
Central American governments and precipitating the bloody thirty-six-year Guatemalan civil
war, the Banana Man lived a monumental and sometimes dastardly life. Rich Cohen's brilliant
historical profile The Fish That Ate the Whale unveils Zemurray as a hidden power broker,
driven by an indomitable will to succeed.

The Universe Ate My Homework
Because of a bet, Billy is in the uncomfortable position of having to eat 15 worms in 15 days! At
first Billy's problem is whether or not he can swallow the worm placed before him, even with a
choice of condiments. But later it looks as if Billy will win, and the challenge becomes getting to
the worm to eat it. The ordeal takes new twists and turns every day, leaving the outcome of the
bet continually in doubt.

Pinocchio, the Tale of a Puppet
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EATING THE BIG FISH : How Challenger Brands Can Compete Against Brand Leaders,
Second Edition, Revised and Expanded The second edition of the international bestseller, now
revised and updated for 2009, just in time for the business challenges ahead. It contains over
25 new interviews and case histories, two completely new chapters, introduces a new typology
of 12 different kinds of Challengers, has extensive updates of the main chapters, a range of
new exercises, supplies weblinks to view interviews online and offers supplementary
downloadable information.

Monsters: The 1985 Chicago Bears and the Wild Heart of Football
A slapstick comedy details the hilarious results when Jimmy's class takes a trip to a farm and
encounters the pigs and where Jimmy's pet boa makes friends with the farmer's wife

The Monster Who Ate My Peas
Wars have been fought over it, revolutions have been spurred by it, national diets have been
based on it, economies have depended on it, and the settlement of North America was driven
by it. Cod, it turns out, is the reason Europeans set sail across the Atlantic, and it is the only
reason they could. What did the Vikings eat in icy Greenland and on the five expeditions to
America recorded in the Icelandic sagas? Cod -- frozen and dried in the frosty air, then broken
into pieces and eaten like hardtack. What was the staple of the medieval diet? Cod again, sold
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salted by the Basques, an enigmatic people with a mysterious, unlimited supply of cod. Cod is
a charming tour of history with all its economic forces laid bare and a fish story embellished
with great gastronomic detail. It is also a tragic tale of environmental failure, of depleted fishing
stocks where once the cod's numbers were legendary. In this deceptively whimsical biography
of a fish, Mark Kurlansky brings a thousand years of human civilization into captivating focus.
From the Trade Paperback edition.

A Fish Out of Water
Whether you know him as El Amigo, the Banana Man, the Gringo, or simply Z - whether you
even know him at all - Sam Zemurray lived one of the greatest untold American stories of the
last hundred years. A tough, uneducated Russian Jew who found himself and his fortune in
turn-of-the-century New Orleans, Zemurray built a fruit-selling empire hustling rotting fruit to
market to eke out the slimmest profit, to eventually become a backchannel kingmaker and
capitalist revolutionary. The Fish That Ate the Whale spans the transition from Old-World
business to New-: from privateer adventurers seeking fortunes in remote frontiers, to
buccaneers of high finance and wars fought with media, no-bid contracts, and necessary
illusions. Part of what makes this book so remarkable - and its dubious hero so compelling - is
the almost invisible ease with which Cohen's threads intertwine to create a larger pattern that
seems so obvious once you step back to see it. Z's story spans the birth of modern foreign
relations, the creation of the CIA, smuggling dispossessed Jews out of Europe, the invention of
Israel, corporate espionage, the Bay of Pigs, political assassination, and the unspoken motives
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of the Cold War. It is a twentieth-century epic, and standing at its core is a man unlike any
we've seen before or since, who, for good or ill, looked at what was, but saw only what was
possible.

Falling Up
The gripping account of a once-in-a-lifetime football team and their lone championship season
For Rich Cohen and millions of other fans, the 1985 Chicago Bears were more than a football
team: they were the greatest football team ever—a gang of colorful nuts, dancing and pounding
their way to victory. They won a Super Bowl and saved a city. It was not just that the Monsters
of the Midway won, but how they did it. On offense, there was high-stepping running back
Walter Payton and Punky QB Jim McMahon, who had a knack for pissing off Coach Mike Ditka
as he made his way to the end zone. On defense, there was the 46: a revolutionary,
quarterback-concussing scheme cooked up by Buddy Ryan and ruthlessly implemented by
Hall of Famers such as Dan "Danimal" Hampton and "Samurai" Mike Singletary. On the
sidelines, in the locker rooms, and in bars, there was the never-ending soap opera: the coach
and the quarterback bickering on TV, Ditka and Ryan nearly coming to blows in the Orange
Bowl, the players recording the "Super Bowl Shuffle" video the morning after the season's only
loss. Cohen tracked down the coaches and players from this iconic team and asked them
everything he has always wanted to know: What's it like to win? What's it like to lose? Do you
really hate the guys on the other side? Were you ever scared? What do you think as you lie
broken on the field? How do you go on after you have lived your dream but life has not ended?
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The result is Monsters: The 1985 Chicago Bears and the Wild Heart of Football, a portrait not
merely of a team but of a city and a game: its history, its future, its fallen men, its immortal
heroes. But mostly it's about being a fan—about loving too much. This is a book about America
at its most nonsensical, delirious, and joyful.

Sweet and Low
A little boy who overfeeds his goldfish begins an adventure that brings even the police and a
fire engine to cope with a fish out of water. Beginning readers will delight in this fast-moving
story.

Tough Jews
Sweet and Low is the amazing, bittersweet, hilarious story of an American family and its
patriarch, a short-order cook named Ben Eisenstadt who, in the years after World War II,
invented the sugar packet and Sweet'N Low, converting his Brooklyn cafeteria into a factory
and amassing the great fortune that would destroy his family. It is also the story of immigrants
to the New World, sugar, saccharine, obesity, and the health and diet craze, played out across
countries and generations but also within the life of a single family, as the fortune and the
factory passed from generation to generation. The author, Rich Cohen, a grandson
(disinherited, and thus set free, along with his mother and siblings), has sought the truth of this
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rancorous, colorful history, mining thousands of pages of court documents accumulated in the
long and sometimes corrupt life of the factor, and conducting interviews with members of his
extended family. Along the way, the forty-year family battle over the fortune moves into its
titanic phase, with the money and legacy up for grabs. Sweet and Low is the story of this
struggle, a strange comic farce of machinations and double dealings, and of an extraordinary
family and its fight for the American dream.

Why Fish Fart
Pinocchio, The Tale of a Puppet follows the adventures of a talking wooden puppet whose
nose grew longer whenever he told a lie and who wanted more than anything else to become a
real boy.As carpenter Master Antonio begins to carve a block of pinewood into a leg for his
table the log shouts out, "Don't strike me too hard!" Frightened by the talking log, Master
Cherry does not know what to do until his neighbor Geppetto drops by looking for a piece of
wood to build a marionette. Antonio gives the block to Geppetto. And thus begins the life of
Pinocchio, the puppet that turns into a boy.Pinocchio, The Tale of a Puppet is a novel for
children by Carlo Collodi is about the mischievous adventures of Pinocchio, an animated
marionette, and his poor father and woodcarver Geppetto. It is considered a classic of
children's literature and has spawned many derivative works of art. But this is not the story
we've seen in film but the original version full of harrowing adventures faced by Pinnocchio. It
includes 40 illustrations.
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So Long, and Thanks for All the Fish
The planet will be home to more than 9 billion people by 2050, and we're already seeing critical
levels of famine around the world mirrored by growing obesity in developed nations. In The
Perfect Protein, Andy Sharpless maintains that protecting wild seafood can help combat both
issues, because seafood is the healthiest, cheapest, most environmentally friendly source of
protein on earth. While the conservation community has taken a simplistic, save-the-whales
approach when it comes to oceans, Sharpless contends that we must save the world's seafood
not just to protect marine life and biodiversity but to stave off the coming humanitarian crisis.
With high demand for predator species like tuna and salmon, wealthy nations like the U.S.
convert "reduction" species such as anchovies, mackerel, and sardines into feed for salmon
and other farmed animals—even though these overlooked fish are packed with health-boosting
Omega-3 fatty acids and could feed millions. By establishing science-based quotas, protecting
wild habitats, and reducing bycatch (and treating anchovies and their like as food, not feed),
Sharpless believes that effective ocean stewardship can put healthy, sustainable seafood on
the table forever. To that end, Oceana has tapped 20-plus chefs, including Mario Batali, Eric
Ripert, and Jose Andres for recipes that give us all a role to play in this revolutionary mission:
to save the fish so that we can eat more fish.

The Man Who Ate the World
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Bear meets sandwich, adventure ensues. . . . A sly classic-in-the-making for fans of Jon
Klassen, Peter Brown, and Mo Willems. By now I think you know what happened to your
sandwich. But you may not know how it happened. So let me tell you. It all started with the
bear . . . So begins Julia Sarcone-Roach's delicious tale of a bear, lost in the city, who happens
upon an unattended sandwich in the park. The bear's journey from forest to city and back
home again is full of happy accidents, funny encounters, and sensory delights. The story is so
engrossing, it's not until the very end that we begin to suspect this is a TALL tale. The
wonderfully told story, spectacular illustrations, and surprise ending make this Julia SarconeRoach's best book to date. You'll want to share it with your friends (and keep a close eye on
your lunch). Praise for The Bear Ate Your Sandwich: ***Winner of an Ezra Jack Keats New
Writer Honor Award!*** "This story is mischief-making at its finest. And just like a good
sandwich, it's hard to resist." - Book Page "Charming" -- The Wall Street Journal "While the
bear storyline is entertaining in itself, the ending twist will equally delight kids who love to spot
untruths, and a second reading for hints as to the narrator's credibility may well be in order." -The Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books, Starred review

The Tale of Mr. Jeremy Fisher
There was a shark that liked to eat a little more than mostWill he ever stop chomping on
everything that's on his way? Dive in to find out!
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Then the Fish Swallowed Him
The formidable River Cottage team turns their attention to all matters aquatic in this definitive
guide to freshwater fish, saltwater fish, and shellfish. Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall and Nick
Fisher examine the ecological and moral issues of fishing, teach individual skills such as
catching and descaling, and offer a comprehensive (and fascinating) species reference
section. They also demystify the cooking of fish with 135 recipes for preparing fish and shellfish
in diverse ways, from pickling to frying to smoking. This ambitious reference-cookbook appeals
to both intellect and appetite by focusing on the pleasures of catching, cooking, and eating fish
while grounding those actions in a philosophy and practice of sustainability. The authors help
us understand the human impact on the seafood population, while their infectious enthusiasm
for all manner of fish and shellfish—from the mighty salmon to the humble mackerel to the
unsung cockle—inspires us to explore different and unfamiliar species. Fish is superlative food,
but it’s also a precious resource. The River Cottage Fish Book delivers a complete education
alongside a wealth of recipes, and is the most opinionated and passionate fish book around.

The Whole Fish Cookbook
"A necessary book for anyone truly interested in what we take from the sea to eat, and how,
and why." -Sam Sifton, The New York Times Book Review. Acclaimed author of American
Catch and The Omega Princple and life-long fisherman, Paul Greenberg takes us on a
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journey, examining the four fish that dominate our menus: salmon, sea bass, cod, and tuna.
Investigating the forces that get fish to our dinner tables, Greenberg reveals our damaged
relationship with the ocean and its inhabitants. Just three decades ago, nearly everything we
ate from the sea was wild. Today, rampant overfishing and an unprecedented biotech
revolution have brought us to a point where wild and farmed fish occupy equal parts of a
complex marketplace. Four Fish offers a way for us to move toward a future in which healthy
and sustainable seafood is the rule rather than the exception.

The Bear Ate Your Sandwich
Evergreen trees are pillars of the winter – through extreme temperatures across the most bitter
terrains, they stand tall and thriving, resilient in the face adversity. However, as the festive
season draws to a close, these comforting conifers can often be found lining the streets, cast
off and disused with wilted branches dotted across dustbins.How to Eat Your Christmas Tree is
a cookbook which explores the unsung edible heroes of our forests – the humble Christmas
trees and their evergreen friends. Featuring recipes for ferments and preserves, feasts, sweet
treats and drinks, you will learn how to extend the life of your beloved Christmas tree and turn
them into delectable delights to enjoy throughout the year. From simple ideas such as infusing
pine needles to make a delicious and warming Pine Tea to more lavish spreads such as a
decadent Fur-Cured Salmon, How to Eat Your Christmas Tree is a refreshing and innovative
cookbook that encourages you to think about food waste and to be more resourceful in an age
of deforestation and climate crisis.
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Israel Is Real
“A madcap adventure . . . Adams’s writing teeters on the fringe of inspired lunacy.”—United
Press International Back on Earth with nothing more to show for his long, strange trip through
time and space than a ratty towel and a plastic shopping bag, Arthur Dent is ready to believe
that the past eight years were all just a figment of his stressed-out imagination. But a giftwrapped fishbowl with a cryptic inscription, the mysterious disappearance of Earth’s dolphins,
and the discovery of his battered copy of The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy all conspire to
give Arthur the sneaking suspicion that something otherworldly is indeed going on. God only
knows what it all means. Fortunately, He left behind a Final Message of explanation. But since
it’s light-years away from Earth, on a star surrounded by souvenir booths, finding out what it is
will mean hitching a ride to the far reaches of space aboard a UFO with a giant robot. But what
else is new? “The most ridiculously exaggerated situation comedy known to created beings . . .
Adams is irresistible.”—The Boston Globe

The Day Jimmy's Boa Ate the Wash
A guide that cuts through the haze of misinformation and delivers an insightful message to
anyone living with or at risk from the following: cancer, diabetes, heart disease, obesity,
Alzheimer's disease and /or osteoporosis. Dr Campbell illuminates the connection between
nutrition and these often fatal diseases and reveals the natural human diet. He also examines
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the source of nutritional confusion produced by powerful lobbies, government entities and
opportunist scientists. Part medical thriller, part governmental exposé.

Seagan Eating
Award-winning writer Rich Cohen excavates the real stories behind the legend of infamous
criminal enforcers Murder, Inc. and contemplates the question: Where did the tough Jews go?
In 1930s Brooklyn, there lived a breed of men who now exist only in legend and in the
memories of a few old-timers: Jewish gangsters, fearless thugs with nicknames like Kid Twist
Reles and Pittsburgh Phil Strauss. Growing up in Brownsville, they made their way from street
fights to underworld power, becoming the execution squad for a national crime syndicate.
Murder Inc. did for organized crime what Henry Ford did for the automobile, and Tough Jews is
the first in-depth portrait of these men, a thrilling glimpse at the muscle that made possible the
success of gangster statesmen such as Bugsy Siegel, Meyer Lansky, and Lucky Luciano. For
Rich Cohen, who grew up in suburban Illinois in the 1980s taunted by the stereotype of Jews
as book-reading rule followers, the very idea of the Jewish gangster was a relief; for once, a
Jew in jail did not have to be a white collar criminal. With a clear eye and a comic sensibility,
Cohen looks beyond the blood and ultimately encounters each of these ruthless killers’ matzoball heart. Tough Jews shows what can happen when a member of the tribe combines brains,
heart, and a dangerous determination never to back down.
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Four Fish
The author of Sweet and Low presents a historical profile of Samuel Zemurray that traces his
rise from a penniless youth to one of the world's wealthiest and most powerful men, offering
insight into his capitalist talents and the ways in which his life reflected the best and worst of
American business dealings.

The Fish that Ate the Whale
"It's a great irony that Israel was more secure as an idea than it's ever been as a nation with an
army." In AD 70, when the Second Temple was destroyed, a handful of visionaries saved
Judaism by reinventing it—by taking what had been a national religion, identified with a
particular place, and turning it into an idea. Jews no longer needed Jerusalem to be Jews.
Whenever a Jew studied—wherever he was—he would be in the holy city. In this way, a few
rabbis turned a real city into a city of the mind; in this way, they turned the Temple into a book
and preserved their faith. Though you can burn a city, you cannot sack an idea or kill a book.
But in our own time, Zionists have turned the book back into a temple. And unlike an idea, a
temple can be destroyed. The creation of Israel has made Jews vulnerable in a way they have
not been for two thousand years. In Israel Is Real, Rich Cohen's superb new history of the
Zionist idea and the Jewish state—the history of a nation chronicled as if it were the biography
of a person—he brings to life dozens of fascinating figures, each driven by the same impulse: to
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reach Jerusalem. From false messiahs such as David Alroy (Cohen calls him the first
superhero, with his tallis as a cape) and Sabbatai Zevi, who led thousands on a mad spiritual
journey, to the early Zionists (many of them failed journalists), to the iconic figures of modern
Jewish Sparta, David Ben-Gurion, Golda Meir, Yitzhak Rabin, and Ariel Sharon, Cohen shows
how all these lives together form a single story, a single life. In this unique book, Cohen
examines the myth of the wandering Jew, the paradox of Jewish power (how can you be both
holy and nuclear?), and the triumph and tragedy of the Jewish state—how the creation of
modern Israel has changed what it means to be a Jew anywhere.

What If a Fish
-A little girl hates homework so much she squeezes it into a black hole and creates a new
universe---

The China Study
"Fans of R.J. Palacio's Wonder will appreciate this feel-good story of friendship and
unconventional smarts." --Kirkus Reviews Ally has been smart enough to fool a lot of smart
people. Every time she lands in a new school, she is able to hide her inability to read by
creating clever yet disruptive distractions. She is afraid to ask for help; after all, how can you
cure dumb? However, her newest teacher Mr. Daniels sees the bright, creative kid underneath
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the trouble maker. With his help, Ally learns not to be so hard on herself and that dyslexia is
nothing to be ashamed of. As her confidence grows, Ally feels free to be herself and the world
starts opening up with possibilities. She discovers that there's a lot more to her--and to
everyone--than a label, and that great minds don't always think alike. The author of the beloved
One for the Murphys gives readers an emotionally-charged, uplifting novel that will speak to
anyone who's ever thought there was something wrong with them because they didn't fit in.
This paperback edition includes The Sketchbook of Impossible Things and discussion
questions. A New York Times Bestseller! * "Unforgettable and uplifting."--School Library
Connection, starred review * "Offering hope to those who struggle academically and
demonstrating that a disability does not equal stupidity, this is as unique as its
heroine."--Booklist, starred review * "Mullaly Hunt again paints a nuanced portrayal of a
sensitive, smart girl struggling with circumstances beyond her control." --School Library
Journal, starred review

The Man Who Ate the Zoo
An irreverent analysis of late-nineteenth-century imperialism in the United States focuses on
the annexation of Hawaii as a defining historical milestone, covering such contributing factors
as the missionary overthrow of the Hawaiian monarchy and the activities of whaling fleets.

The Old Man and The Sea
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From its early beginnings in Southeast Asia, to the machinations of the United Fruit Company
in Costa Rica and Central America, the banana's history and its fate as a victim of fungus are
explored.

The River Cottage Fish Book
A whimsical and unflinchingly honest generational story of family and identity where hats turn
into leeches, ghosts blow kisses from lemon trees, and the things you find at the end of your
fishing line might not be a fish at all. Half-Colombian Eddie Aguado has never really felt
Colombian. Especially after Papa died. And since Mama keeps her memories of Papa locked
up where Eddie can’t get to them, he only has Papa’s third-place fishing tournament medal to
remember him by. He’ll have to figure out how to be more Colombian on his own. As if by
magic, the perfect opportunity arises. Eddie—who’s never left Minnesota—is invited to spend the
summer in Colombia with his older half-brother. But as his adventure unfolds, he feels more
and more like a fish out of water. Figuring out how to be a true colombiano might be more
difficult than he thought.

Why Fish Don't Exist
After his friend, the tadpole, becomes a frog and leaves the pond to explore the world, a little
fish decides that maybe he should not remain in the pond either.
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Fish Is Fish
Frank Buckland was an extraordinary man – surgeon, natural historian, popular lecturer,
bestselling writer, museum curator, and a conservationist before the concept even existed.
Eccentric, revolutionary, prolific, he was one of the nineteenth century’s most improbable
geniuses. His lifelong passion was to discover new ways to feed the hungry. Rhinoceros,
crocodile, puppy-dog, giraffe, kangaroo, bear and panther all had their chance to impress, but
what finally - and, eventually, fatally - obsessed him was fish. Forgotten now, he was one of
the most original, far-sighted and influential natural scientists of his time, held as high in public
esteem as his great philosophical enemy, Charles Darwin.

Eating the Big Fish
What do you dread eating the most? For the hero of this story, it’s peas, and he thinks he’s
discovered a solution. “I closed my eyes tightly and sent out a wish That the peas would
somehow disappear from my dish. And something quite strange and mysterious occurred,As if
somehow somebody somewhere had heard.” He makes a bargain with a fiendishly funny
monster. First the deal is simple: the monster will eat the boy’s peas in exchange for his soccer
ball. But with each new encounter, the monster’s demands escalate. Eventually, our hero
faces a daunting decision—can he conquer his loathing for peas or will he lose his most prized
possession? Matt Faulkner’s uproariously detailed illustrations and Danny Schnitzlein’s SeussPage 20/27
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inspired verse combine to create a clever story about how far we are willing to go to avoid
doing the things we hate.

The Perfect Protein
Abridged from: Why fish fart. New York: Jeremy P. Tarcher, 2009.

Cod
Nestled between the Chesapeake Bay and the Atlantic Ocean, and stretching from Hampton
Roads to Assateague Island, Virginia's Eastern Shore is a distinctly southern place with an
exceptionally southern taste. In this inviting narrative, Bernard L. Herman welcomes readers
into the communities, stories, and flavors that season a land where the distance from tide to
tide is often less than five miles. Blending personal observation, history, memories of harvests
and feasts, and recipes, Herman tells of life along the Eastern Shore through the eyes of its
growers, watermen, oyster and clam farmers, foragers, church cooks, restaurant owners, and
everyday residents. Four centuries of encounter, imagination, and invention continue to shape
the foodways of the Eastern Shore of Virginia, melding influences from Indigenous peoples,
European migrants, enslaved and free West Africans, and more recent newcomers. Herman
reveals how local ingredients and the cooks who have prepared them for the table have
developed a distinctly American terroir--the flavors of a place experienced through its culinary
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and storytelling traditions. This terroir flourishes even as it confronts challenges from climate
change, declining fish populations, and farming monoculture. Herman reveals this resilience
through the recipes and celebrations that hold meaning, not just for those who live there but for
all those folks who sit at their tables--and other tables near and far.

Banana
A short heroic novel by Ernest Hemingway is a story that centers on an aging fisherman who
engages in an epic battle to catch a giant marlin It was published in 1952 and awarded the
1953 Pulitzer Prize for fiction. Author: Ernest Hemingway Genre: Novel

Unfamiliar Fishes
NOW AVAILABLE AS AN EBOOK! From New York Times bestselling author Shel Silverstein,
the classic creator of Where the Sidewalk Ends, A Light in the Attic, and Every Thing On It,
comes a wondrous book of poems and drawings. Filled with unforgettable characters like
Screamin’ Millie; Allison Beals and her twenty-five eels; Danny O'Dare, the dancin' bear; the
Human Balloon; and Headphone Harold, this collection by the celebrated Shel Silverstein will
charm young readers and make them want to trip on their shoelaces and fall up too! So come,
wander through the Nose Garden, ride the Little Hoarse, eat in the Strange Restaurant, and let
the magic of Shel Silverstein open your eyes and tickle your mind. And don't miss these other
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Shel Silverstein ebooks, The Giving Tree, Where the Sidewalk Ends, and A Light in the Attic!

The Fish That Ate the Whale
We all want to eat more fish, but who wants to bother spending the time, effort and money
cooking that same old salmon fillet on repeat when you could be trying something new and
utterly delicious?
In The Whole Fish Cookbook, Sydney’s groundbreaking seafood chef Josh Niland reveals a
completely new way to think about all aspects of fish cookery. From sourcing and butchering to
dry ageing and curing, it challenges everything we thought we knew about the subject and
invites readers to see fish for what it really is – an amazing, complex source of protein that can,
and should, be treated with exactly the same nose-to-tail reverence as meat.
Featuring more than 60 recipes for dozens of fish species ranging from Cod Liver Pate on
Toast, Fish Cassoulet and Roast Fish Bone Marrow to – essentially – the Perfect Fish and
Chips, The Whole Fish Cookbook will soon have readers seeing that there is so much more to
a fish than just the fillet and that there are more than just a handful of fish in the sea.

A South You Never Ate
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A Best Book of 2020: The Washington Post * NPR * Chicago Tribune * Smithsonian A
“remarkable” (Los Angeles Times), “seductive” (The Wall Street Journal) debut from the new
cohost of Radiolab, Why Fish Don’t Exist is a dark and astonishing tale of love, chaos,
scientific obsession, and—possibly—even murder. “At one point, Miller dives into the ocean into
a school of fish…comes up for air, and realizes she’s in love. That’s how I felt: Her book took
me to strange depths I never imagined, and I was smitten.” —The New York Times Book
Review David Starr Jordan was a taxonomist, a man possessed with bringing order to the
natural world. In time, he would be credited with discovering nearly a fifth of the fish known to
humans in his day. But the more of the hidden blueprint of life he uncovered, the harder the
universe seemed to try to thwart him. His specimen collections were demolished by lightning,
by fire, and eventually by the 1906 San Francisco earthquake—which sent more than a
thousand discoveries, housed in fragile glass jars, plummeting to the floor. In an instant, his
life’s work was shattered. Many might have given up, given in to despair. But Jordan? He
surveyed the wreckage at his feet, found the first fish that he recognized, and confidently
began to rebuild his collection. And this time, he introduced one clever innovation that he
believed would at last protect his work against the chaos of the world. When NPR reporter Lulu
Miller first heard this anecdote in passing, she took Jordan for a fool—a cautionary tale in hubris,
or denial. But as her own life slowly unraveled, she began to wonder about him. Perhaps
instead he was a model for how to go on when all seemed lost. What she would unearth about
his life would transform her understanding of history, morality, and the world beneath her feet.
Part biography, part memoir, part scientific adventure, Why Fish Don’t Exist is a wondrous
fable about how to persevere in a world where chaos will always prevail.
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How to Eat Your Christmas Tree
"A cheat sheet for vegans who want to stray the healthy way. If going whole-hog vegan seems
too daunting or restrictive, then adopting a seagan (seafood + vegan) diet could be your golden
ticket to delicious, nutritious eating. Start with a plant-based foundation and add the 'cheat' of
fish several times a week for meal variety and a boost of precious omega-3 fatty acids, which
may help protect against heart disease, certain cancers, high cholesterol, and more. In this firstof-its-kind seagan guidebook, you'll find all the tips and tools you need to jumpstart your
healthy, delicious plant-and seafood-based diet- - More than 66 simple, decadent, oil-free
seagan and vegan recipes - including three weeks of menus - A buying guide to the healthiest,
most sustainable seafood - Must-have kitchen staples, plus recipe hacks to make prep fast and
easy - Advice for navigating today's confusing food trends, like GMOs, organic versus
nonorganic, tricky ingredient labels, and 'superfoods'"

Big Fish
When his attempts to get to know his dying father fail, William Bloom makes up stories that
recreate his father's life in heroic proportions.
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